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Mode analysis in optics through fractional transforms
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The relationship between the mode content and the fractional Fourier and fractional Hankel transforms of
a function is established. It is shown that the Laguerre–Gauss spectrum of a rotationally symmetric wave
front can be determined from the wave front’s fractional Hankel transforms taken at the optical axis.  1999
Optical Society of America
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The Fourier transform, which gives information about
the harmonic content of a wave front, is one of the
most important tools in wave optics. In certain ap-
plications, however, for example, in the analysis of
laser cavity modes, knowledge of the mode content is
even more important. Recently different kinds of frac-
tional integral transform, which are closely related to
the Fourier transform, were introduced in optical sig-
nal processing.1,2 These transforms describe in the
paraxial approximation of the scalar diffraction the-
ory the evolution of the complex field amplitude during
wave propagation through quadratic refractive-index
media such as lenses, fibers, and mirrors. Here we
consider first-order optical systems that are perform-
ing a fractional Fourier transform (FT) or a fractional
Hankel transform (HT) of the input complex field am-
plitude f �x�. A typical optical setup3 contains a thin
lens with focal length f , situated at the same distance
d � 2f sin2�a�2� from the input and the output plane,
which are transverse to the optical axis. By apply-
ing cylindrical lenses with focal lengths f1 and f2,4 one
gets at the output plane the fractional FT at the an-
gle a � �a1, a2� of the input complex field amplitude.
In the case of rotational symmetry of the input wave
front, f �x� � f �x�, a spherical lens performs a fractional
HT at the angle a of the input complex field ampli-
tude. The existence of inverse transforms allows us to
determine the input wave front from knowledge of the
complex field amplitude at any plane transverse to
the optical axis of the fractional FT or HT systems.
The input complex field amplitude can also be deter-
mined from its Radon–Wigner transform,5 which cor-
responds to the intensity distribution at the transverse
planes of the fractional FT and the fractional HT sys-
tems, taken in the regions a [ �0, p� and a [ �0, p�2�,
respectively. In this case the parameter a as well
as the coordinate u of the transform is considered a
variable.

Here we consider the problem of reconstructing an
optical signal from its fractional FT or HT, where
the coordinate u at the plane that is transverse to
the propagation axis is fixed and the angle a is
considered a variable. This problem corresponds to
the input complex amplitude characterization from
knowledge of the complex field amplitude at a line
parallel to the optical axis of the corresponding system.
We show how information about the mode content of
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the input optical signal can be recovered from these
measurements.

First we propose a method for the determination of
the Hermite–Gauss mode spectra from the fractional
FT of the investigated field for all possible combina-
tions of the parameters a1, a2 [ �0, 2p�.

The two-dimensional fractional FT F �u1, u2, a1, a2�
at angles a1 and a2 of a function f �x� is defined as

F �u1,u2,a1,a2� � Ra1,a2�f �x�� �u�

�
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2`

f �x�Ka1 �x1,u1�
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We assume that the fractional FT operator acts in-
dependently on the coordinates x1 and x2. Thus the
transverse-plane amplitude F �u1,u2,a1,a2� at a dis-
tance 2d, where d � 2f1 sin2�a1�2� � 2f2 sin2�a2�2�
and f1 and f2 are the focal lengths of the cylindrical
lenses situated at the distance d from the input plane,
is the fractional FT of the input complex field ampli-
tude f �x� (for which a1 � a2 � 0). We call such an
optical system a fractional FT system, and we assume
that a1 and a2 change from 0 to 2p.

The eigenfunctions of the fractional FT at any angle
a are the Hermite–Gauss modes Cn�x� defined by

Cn�x� � �
p

p 2nn!�21/2 exp�2x2�2�Hn�x� , (3)

where Hn�x� are the Hermite polynomials. Thus

Ra�Cn�x�� �u� � exp�2ian�Cn�u� , (4)

where exp�2ian� is the eigenvalue of the eigenfunc-
tion Cn.
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Since the Hermite–Gauss functions form a complete
orthonormal set,

Z `

2`

Cn�x�Cm�x�dx �

Ω
0 n fi m
1 n � m

, (5)

a complex field amplitude f �x� can be expanded as

f �x� �
X̀
n�0

X̀
m�0

fn,mCn�x1�Cm�x2� , (6)

where

fn,m �
Z `

2`

Z `

2`

Cn�x1�Cm�x2�f �x1,x2�dx1 dx2 . (7)

Thus the set of coefficients �fn,m�, which we call the
Hermite–Gauss spectrum, completely determines the
function f �x�.

Using Eqs. (1), (4), and (6), we can write the expres-
sion for the fractional FT at angles a1 and a2 of the
input wave front f �x� in the form

F �u1,u2,a1,a2� � Ra1,a2�f �x�� �u�

�
X̀
n�0

X̀
m�0

fn,m exp�2i�a1n 1 a2m��

3 Cn�u1�Cm�u2� . (8)

Considering F �u1, u2, a1, a2� as a function of aj , it is
easy to see that the set of products of the Hermite–
Gauss coefficients fn,m and Cn�u1� and Cm�u2� for fixed
coordinates u1 and u2 constitutes the harmonic-mode
content of the periodic function F �u1, u2, a1, a2�. The
inverse two-dimensional FT of F �u1, u2, a1, a2� with
respect to the parameters a1 and a2,

Z�u,p� �
Z 2p

0

Z 2p

0
Ra1,a2�f �x�� �u�

3 exp�i�a1p1 1 a2p2��da1 da2 , (9)

produces the discrete p function Z�u, p�,

Z�u,p� �
X̀
n�0

X̀
m�0

fn,mCn�u1�Cm�u2�

3 d�p1 2 n�d�p2 2 m� , (10)

which for a fixed value u � u0 corresponds to
the Hermite–Gauss spectrum fn,m modulated by
Cn�u1, 0�Cm�u2, 0�. This implies that Z�u, p� can be
different from zero only at the points p1 � n and
p2 � m:

Z�u0,n,m� � fn,mCn�u1, 0�Cm�u2, 0� . (11)

We conclude that the complex field amplitude at any
transverse plane can be determined from knowledge of
its values along the lines parallel to the optical axis of
the fractional FT system.

Note that for a given value u0 the Hermite–Gauss
function of certain indices nj and mj can be equal to
zero, in which case one has to choose a different value
u for recovering the Hermite–Gauss spectrum com-
ponent fnj ,mj . For u0 � 0, for instance, all odd-order
coefficients in Eq. (10) are zero, since C2n11�0� � 0
for n � 0, 1, . . . , whereas the even-order coefficients
read as

Z�0, 2n, 2m� � f2n, 2mC2n�0�C2m�0� . (12)

In this case we can determine only the spectrum of the
even-order Hermite–Gauss modes, which is sufficient
only for an even function f �x� � f �2x�. Note that the
modulating coefficients are given by

C2n�0� �
�21�n

p
�2n� !

2np1/4n!n
. (13)

To determine all spectral components we then have to
choose a different line u � u0 fi 0 that is parallel to the
optical axis of the fractional FT system.

The simplest results can be obtained in the case of ro-
tationally symmetric complex field amplitudes f �x� �
f �x�, where x �

p
x1

2 1 x2
2 . The two-dimensional

fractional FT at identical angles for the two orthogo-
nal coordinates of the rotationally symmetric function
reduces to a fractional HT of zero order.

The fractional HT of zero order at an angle a of a
function f �x� is defined as2

F �u,a� � Ra�f �x�� �u� �
Z `

0
f �x�Ha�x,u�x dx , (14)

where

Ha�x,u� � �1 2 i cot a�J0�xu�sin a�

3 exp�i cot a�x2 1 u2��2� (15)

and J0�x� is a Bessel function of order zero. It is
easy to see from Eq. (14) that F �u, a� is periodic in
parameter a, with period p.

The eigenfunctions of the fractional HT at any angle
a are the Laguerre–Gauss modes defined by

Fn�x� �
p
2 Ln�x2�exp�2x2�2� , (16)

where Ln�x� are the Laguerre polynomials. Thus

Ra�Fn�x�� �u� � exp�22ian�Fn�u� , (17)

where exp�22ian� is the eigenvalue of the eigenfunc-
tion Fn.

Since the Laguerre–Gauss functions Fn, such as
the Hermite–Gauss functions Cn [see Eq. (5)], form a
complete orthonormal set,

Z `

0
Fn�x�Fm�x�x dx �

Ω
0 n fi m
1 n � m

, (18)

a rotationally symmetric complex field amplitude f �x�
can be expanded as

f �x� �
X̀
n�0

fnFn�x� , (19)
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where

fn �
Z `

0
Fn�x�f �x�x dx . (20)

Thus the set of coefficients �fn�, which we call the La-
guerre–Gauss mode spectrum, completely determines
the function f �x�.

Using Eqs. (14), (17), and (19), we can write the
expression for the fractional HT at angle a of the input
wave front in the form

F �u,a� �
X̀
n�0

fn exp�22ian�Fn�u� .

Considering F �u, a� as a function of a, it is easy
to see that the set of products of the Laguerre–
Gauss coefficients fn and Fn�u� for fixed u constitutes
the harmonic-mode content of the periodic function
F �u, a�. The inverse FT of F �u, a� with respect to the
parameter a,

S�u,p� �
Z p

0
F �u,a�exp�i2ap�da , (21)

produces the discrete p function S�u, p�,

S�u,p� �
X̀
n�0

fnFn�u�d�p 2 n� , (22)

which for a fixed value u � u0 corresponds to the
Laguerre–Gauss spectrum fn modulated by Fn�u0�.
This implies that S�u, p� can be different from 0 only
at the points p � n:

S�u0,n� � fnFn�u0� . (23)

Since Fn�0� � 1, S�0, n� reduces to the Laguerre–
Gauss spectrum
S�0,n� � fn . (24)

Equation (24) corresponds to knowledge of the complex
field amplitude in the fractional HT system on the
optical axis F �0, a� and application of an inverse FT.

So we conclude that a rotationally symmetric input
field can be completely determined from knowledge of
the complex field amplitude along the optical axis in
the fractional HT system for a [ �0, p�.

If only the average of F �u, a� on the coordinate u can
be measured,

�F �u,a�	 �
Z r

0
F �u,a�du , (25)

and �F �u, a�	 fi 0, then the Laguerre–Gauss spectrum
can be determined as

fn � �S�u,n�	��F �u,a�	 . (26)

We conclude that the fractional FT and HT, when
they are treated as functions of the angle a, with
the coordinate considered a fixed parameter, allow us
to recover the input function and determine its mode
content.
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